Sound Shield is a sound investment for your business.
This industry-leading, patent pending technology returns these exclusive benefits:

**DRAMATICALLY REDUCED PEAK SOUND LEVELS.**
Sound Shield delivers up to a 25% dB(A) drop and a 40% Sone decrease in perceived loudness at open flow compared to a standard Gast pump.

**NO EFFECT ON COMPRESSOR OR PUMP PERFORMANCE AND LIFE.**
A Gast compressor or pump upgraded with Sound Shield technology maintains 95% of the air flow of a standard model. Maximum pressure, vacuum and running temperature are not affected, and product life is maintained.

**SIMPLE INSTALLATION.**
Sound Shield technology was designed to be easily retrofitted in the field or at our facility. For convenience, all parts are kitted — down to the screws — and installation takes just four steps using three common tools.

**REDUCED HASSLE AND COMPLEXITY.**
Sound Shield is a simple, integrated solution from a single supplier. It eliminates the need to source, purchase and install additional sound reduction components such as foam insulation, mufflers, covers or cabinets.

Whether Sound Shield is installed on the manufacturing line or as a retrofit at your product location, it’s what real innovation and increased market share sound like. **Contact us to learn more.**
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